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We are an independent, advertising-supported comparison service. Our goal is to help you make smarter financial decisions by providing you with interactive tools and financial calculators, publishing original and objective content, allowing you to conduct research and compare information for free - so you can make financial decisions with confidence. Bankrate has partnerships with issuers including, but
not limited to, American Express, Bank of America, Capital One, Chase, Citi and Discover. Offers that appear on this site are from companies that compensate us. This compensation may affect how and where products appear on that site, including, for example, the order in which they can appear in listing categories. But this compensation does not affect the information we publish or the reviews you see
on this site. We do not include a universe of companies or financial offers that may be available to you. Have you ever wondered what it takes to build fast and flashy cars that headline Hollywood mega-dollar movies? So are we. So last week we went to E.P. Industries in El Segundo, California to meet with master inventor and Hollywood car set-up Eddie Paul. Paul has been building movie cars and rigging
stunts for over 35 years, building props for about 250 films. Our favorites? He created these cool hot rods for grease in the '70s, '50 Merc for the movie Stallone Cobra in the 80s. For 2 Fast 2Furious, it has built over 200 cars in just two months - it's some quick and furious excruciating. When we stopped at E.P. Industries, Paul and his team were working on real-life incarnations of vehicles from the new
animated film Pixar Cars, which will be used to promote the film when it opens in June. The cars in the movie have a cartoonishly abbreviated look because, well, it's a cartoon. Therefore, Paul's team had to reduce the excise part of the frame from each donor car. For a car named Sally Carerra, this meant cutting 7.5 inches out of the '99 Porsche 911. Red Lightning racer McKuin lost 3.5 inches from the '78
Trans Am donor chassis and assembly tow truck Toe Mater required trimming a whopping 25 inches from the '71 Chevy dual chassis. To quickly put the work on display and keep the frame aligned, the team built a trolley system. The front and rear ends of each chassis were mounted on separate trolleys. Once the cars have been cut in half, the crew can simply slide the two halves apart, cut the frame and
then slide the pieces back together, keeping everything straight for welding. The bodies for Porsche and truck are both metal structures and the most complex in design. For the challenging curves of the racer they 1/4-inch plastic abs molded from wood bucks. Paul is not all about cars. He rides Boss Hoss motorcycles to relax, just like our very own Jay Leno. He even built 2,000 horsepower, double
supercharged and nitrogen nitrogen injected by Boss Hoss he calls Chopper One. Now there must be one terrible trip. If he gets the green light, Paul's next project will be a new film starring Jim Carrey. And it promises to have some really wild vehicles. Stay tuned.-Ben Stewart This content is created and supported by a third party, and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses.
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